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A. IHTiKJDUCTIQ*
•Ora.» tfl the forgiven... of Mature—her constant
benediction
. .
Its
tenacious fibers hold the earth in its place and prevent
its soluble
components fro. washing into the easting sea. It invades
the solitude.
«f the desert, climb, the inaccessible .lope,
and forbidden pinnacle, of
•retain., modlfle. climate., and determine, the history,
character and
destiny of nation.. tJnobtru.lve and patient, it
ha. immortal vigor and
a*gree.le». Banished from the thoroughfare and the
field, it bides it.
time to return, and when vigilance i. relaxed,
or the dynast, hue
poriehed. it silently resumes the throne from
which it ha. been .spelled,
hut which it never abdicate.. It beer, mo
blawenry of bloom to charm
the sense, with fragrance or splendor, but
it. homely hue ie more
enchanting than the lily or the row. It yi.ld.
no fruit in earth or
air. and yet. should it. harve.t fail for
a .ingle year, famine -ould
depopulate the world." John J. Ingalle.
Fifty five percent (17) of the 1,903.000.000
acres making up the
entire land area of the United State, i.
pasture land in .ome form or
other; of this ***** **~ *» ******
l* * U^
the remainder or 52* ii open range. ft.
i-*-* <10> «
total land area and W of the land in farm. i. cla-ifU* - P-ture
of which U* i. Plowable. 5^ t» * ***** *+ «-
****** • 35* *«
called other pasture land. On the baoi.
of acreage, the average Hew
S^land far. ha. 1«.5 * P-*«* * *" *"
*"
in ferment to 11.8 acre, per fa» in teesachueett..
Jh.
The mract number of acni per farm per cow le 2.8, which
area should more than furnish sufficient pasture far oae ce* dorlag
the ar awsths. However, pasture (fres the Latin paaturare—te
feed) is grassland used for feeding livestock. This definition
automatically eliminates from the above antch overgrown weedlaad which
furnishes the eattie with excellent shade and a mesas of trashing off
flies, but no feeds rocky hillsides on which young steak develop an
ability aad sense of balance seeoad only to that of the goat and
antelope; and finally, those verdant elopes of a«as aad cinawefoil
which receive the weary bodies of the milking cows at the end of their
daily Jaunt la search of feed which is not there.
When properly managed, pasture, aad by the tern pasture we nana
grass aad clover produced en land well supplied with all the essential
fertiliser elements, furnishes carbohydrates, fats, proteins, minerals
aad vitamines i. e. a balanced ration, in a palatable, easily digestible,
aad eaelly assimilable fans, in quantity sufficient to maintain dry cows;
te grew eat young stack; aad to produce milk aad prion beef with a
minimum amount of expensive concentrates. It supplies the animals with
moderate exercise, fresh air, sunlight aad nature's own food In the fans
that was Intended for them. It markedly reduces the labor required la
caring for aad feeding the herd during the summer months. In short,
good pasture is the ideal feed for livestock during the summer months,
a complete ration in itself, yet in too many caeee it has been sad still
is the most neglected crop on the farm*
la fact until very recently, it received bat scant recognition fran
the farmer and even lees from the colleges aad experiment stations. The
present active Interest is pastures la due to a combination of several
factors:
1. Probably of paramount Importance is the fact that after years
of depletion of their mineral sad organic reserves, the pasteres have
reached a point shore they no longer provide adequate feed for dairy cows.
By adequate feed, to quote Jf. B. Abbott, (2) so mean 'enough erasing of
the right quality at the right tine and la the right place ."
2. At present with all Bee England facing an overproduction of
milk and dairy cattle, with a decreased consumption as a result of
widespread business depression, with constant danger from tuberculosis
and contagious abortion in the herds, there is greater need than ever
for economies in production If dairying la to remain a profitable farm
enterprise.
3* fl» high cost of barn feeding, which during the winter months
in many eases actually exceeds the value of the product, has been a
contributing factor.
U. Changing economic conditions and the high price of labor have
forced the farmer to recognise the worth of a food which the cons
themselves can harvest.
5. The replacement of the draft horse with the truck, in the city
and the tractor on the farm has eliminated a profitable market for
grass hay thus making available for pasture purposes many acres of
former hayland.
6. The rapid development of synthetic nitrogen production
following the world war with a corresponding decrease in the cost per
unit has upset all former relationships between cost of fertiliser and
value of crop.
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7. The developaeat la Geraaay (22) of an iatonal™ eyetea of
grassland aaaeceraeat teMd en towry f*rtlll*atlon and rotational
eraitae, which has 1mm demonstrated to to adaptable te oar See Snglaad
condition., toe induced aw fajwer. to attempt to Improve the prodnct-
lvlty of their pastures.
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2. 08JECT1TSS — BO® WK HVE3TIGAIIOS.
The Introduction of several raw factors in the pasture problem;
namely, the Increasing ass of nitrogen fertilisers, the adoption of
rotational erasing, and the oeabinatioa of erasing and haylaad present*
many perplexing problems and sow of the conclusions reached in previous
investigations may nave to be modified in the light of the neesr de-
velopments. Since up to the very recent past the nan of nitrogen on
pastures has been impractical from the economic viewpoint, very little
data baeed on actual gracing trials is available regarding its effects
on the flora, and where data is available the amounts of nitrogen
applied were too low for optimum results.
9m conversion of hay fields into permanent pastures presents
many problems as to seeding and succession. It is a question of
considerable economic importance whether to plow and reseed or
establish
a sod by top dressing, what grasses to choose and what
fertilisers to
apply, and in what amounts. The increasing tendency to
combine grasing
and hayland brings up the question of duration of life of
msadow and
paeture plants and pressing problems in 111) 1 IWill II* *»• *idospread
adoption of rotational grasing provides an entirely new
set of conditions
under which fertilisers net upon grasses and wherein
grosses compete
with one another*
Thus, today in the field of pasture improvement there
is a real
need for a renewed study of pasture grasses, their
adaptations and
ecological relationships. In the pages which follow,
the author will
attempt to analyse la the light of thee* aeeer develegaeafte the
effect ef lialag. fortllltatloa aad meMst en the flora of
pasture*. streeeUc particularly the role of aitrogea. the laflaenoe
ef retatioaal firasiag * adaptability «f wioa* eeedUs
mixtures for seal-perHataeat pasture oa tillable lead.
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C. A RETIX* Of PSmoUS WOBK SSASIVO OPOI THE PWfflLKM.
yam,
I8S3 Ha»8ell(33> reported that oa plot* which were well supplied
with potash, the lias gave as iaeree.ee of crop end brought about a great
iacreeee ia the proportion of leguminous plaate. "The effect of lime
obviously had been mainly due to the bringing into action of the residuaa
Of potash accumulated froa the previous manuring."
1913 White (76) etatee that the limit of acidity for clover
seeded to vary with the fertility of the soil; high clover yields vers
associated with heavy applications of linestons.
19^2 Cook (12) foaad that llae alone was of doubtful value la
bringing la clever*
19^6 lis ana (78) writes, "Line on the poorer areas cave very
positive results the the increase la production was of lees Importance
than the change la vegetation showing aa increase la grass and clovers
with a corresponding decrease in weeds.*
I927 Laaphear*s (kz) work indicated that "determination of lime
requirement seems to be of little value ae a guide to pasture treatments.
Determination of the hydrogen-ion concentration on the other hand may
Indicate whether an application of lime will be* beneficial or not.
I929 Several years work at Connecticut Agricultural College (7)
indicated that calcium, ia one of the several forme of lime, has
generally increased the productivity of pastures, sometimes alone but
mere frequently when applied la conjunction with a carrier of phosphorus.
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1930 Odland (5*0 found that for oach dollar invested in pasture
improvement, the liae probably yielded the greatest return and seeding
the least. It increased the response of all treatments over the ua-
limed la every case.
Summary* Many years experience with liae on permanent pastures
has indicated that it Is slatest universally beneficial, that it is a
prerequisite to fertilisation en strongly acid soils and that the appli-
cation of line is usually followed by an increase in the vigor and
abundance of white Dutch clover. However, most of the applications were
made with the idea of neutralizing the soil, whereas it is possible that
a smaller application which would supply the necessary available calcine
to the clover would have been as successful. Furthermore, it wan generally
applied with minerals only i. e. on a lower plane of fertility and may
or may not be an necessary la connection with a complete fertiliser*
1905 Ball (33) reporting on experiments at Rothaaeted carried
on since IS56 states* "Plot 4-1 which has received superphosphate only,
now presents a very impoverished appearance and is giving very little
mere crop than the wmmasmred plots.* "It is not uncommon to find cases
where the application to grassland of a purely pheephatle manure like
superphosphate or basic slag, is followed by a great Increase of crop,
the addition of the phosphoric acid to the doroant nitrogen and potash
of the soil having supplied the alesing element in a complete pleat food.
She result, however, of this plot shows hew disasterous a continuation
of such one sided manuring may become."
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1923 Bassell (33) r*port*<L la 1923; •basic sle*
predaees excellent
results on many pasture., especially « boulder •!»** slssre «*» H
such beet erase and little wild white clever.
Failure to set nay be due
to sell acidity or insufficient potash.*
1926 Ilggaas (78) found that acid phosphate gave
significant
lacreaeea la total vegstattca under each of the three
conditions studied,
a second effect, particularly on the poorer aeres,
sua that the increase
ens alasst wholly due to the favorable change la
the vegetation,
resulting la a larger proportion of grase and clover
with a corresponding
decrease la the proportion of weeds.
192S Brown (7) states -of the elements coauwaly
deficient In the
sell for eptisass plant growth, phosphorus is
the one west needed U
pastures."
I925 Mortiser (51) aekes the following
stateneat regarding hie
work a* Wisconsin. "la this enpertnent no increase
whatever was
obtained fro* phosphate alone, yet phoephoras end
potaah without lis*
increased the yield 15* pereent. (1. •. Potash net line Is
the Uniting
factor) .*
Siaenarys «he previous work with phosphoric acid on
pastures
which ha. covered a long period of years, which has been
carried out on
all type, of soils la all parts of Bumps and forth Aeurlce
and which
has given excellent results In sane eases and failed
to make & showUg
la othere. still leasee roc* far doubt as to its
exact status. She
ease for phosphorus is admirably presented la the following
concise
stateneat by J. B. Abbott (1). "She results of pasture
fertilisation
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experlmeat* started by Br. Sir William Semervllle *t the Northumberland
County Experiment Station at Cockle Park in £ngl*nd In 1S97 plu*
the known general phosphorus deficiency of moot upland eoile
in fcmertca
bad led to the sere or le*s stereotype racomri»ndatlon to
top-dreee
pa.tur* land «lth phosphate.. Lime and superphosphate trought in a
eatlefactory stand of white Dutch ciewer and produced a satisfactory
Increase in total yield and protein content on clay soils and loans,
not too badly exhausted. Lin* and phosphorus gate no rssuits,
but lis*),
phosphorus and potash were satisfactory on «andy end light loam
soils
and hoary loans Ion ia fertility. Thus it can be seen that the
effectiveness of the phosphorus treatment depends upon the
presence of
a certain amount of potash necoeaary for the clover and a gMi growth
of white Dutch to supply nitrogen for growth of the grasses.
The
mineral closer system of pasture management a? ears to be United to
moderately heavy soil* with a rattier dependable moisture supply."
1912 aassall (33) writes concerning as experiment at
aotharasted
begun ia IH&lr *T»s emission of potash from a cosplsta
mineral mixture
on plot 8 ha* caused a wry striking difference both in the crop and
fee character of the herbage. The poor result, on this plot
as compared
with plot 7 most be pat down to Its poverty la leguminous
herbage, the
development of which MM to depend en * free .apply of potash.
1922 Otma and Haskell (56) feund that potash and phosphorus
were
most effective In changing the vegetation from mo** and
claqnefall to
white Thatch clover.
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1926 Wlggans (78) found that application* of
potash on one sot of
plot, failed to give conclusive results. The increase,
on the unlitaed
are*, consisted aoatly of weed.. H»»m the reeults on the liacd area,
aeeaed to indicate an inproven*mt in the quality of the
product, "the
inconsistency of the moult, aeka. the value of the potaah a. a
fertiliser for pasture very douttful.*
1926 Haakell (35) states: "On the relatively coarse
grained,
depleted granitie .oil. of the Station Far., potaah *ea
the pleat feed
Bost needed.*
1927 Lanpheax (**2) reported that .ucce..
with application, of
potaaeiua varied waaahat with the area under conaideratioa.
It was
eapecially beneficial on light soil*.
1929 Brown aad Slate (7) found that the reault.
fro* pataah were
conflicting. Ixperlaan*. on the heavier Mil. ehow little if
any
response to potaah oat on the lighter .oil typee-theee lea.
witahle
far permanent pa.ture., potaah he. bean of benefit. Oa
the aaaa sella,
potaah eeeaw to he of nruch lea. knporteace far paature.
than far
aaadews."
1930 Spvague aad Seaul (60) at lew Jarsoy
ahowed that clover la
favored by the uae of fertiliaer. containing phosphates
aad potaah as*
that Using 1. beneficial on acid .oils.
1930 Hortlaar aad Mcharda <5D reached the following
conclusion.,
eperhap. the nest .igaificant obaorvatiaaa to ha aaaa fro*
these result,
i. that the large.t yield, are associated with the
use of potaah. How
extensive the seed 1. for pataah la pasture fertilisation
i. only a
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aatter that can be decided by •> were extended uee of it. In ell plots
where potash was need the feed ceateiaed froa Mo-to per cent of white
and al slice clovers. A second trial on another pasture seemed to
warrant its uee for wmtienw production of feed through ite encouragement
of clover.* Thus here again, we find conflicting results ead a need
for further ronearch.
Susnary: Briefly, the effectiveness of potash seems to wary
with the soil serlee and ite success to depend upon the presence of
white Dutch clover
•
ffttroaea
1912 The following observation was raade in 1912 at Uotha sted (33).
"She aspect of the plots receiving only a nitrogenous aannre shows very
characteristic differencee, 0. very dark green unhealthy color, and
legnalnoue plants are practically absent freei both plots. There nan
been a gradual decline In production and an encroachment of weeds."
1922 Cook (12) found that as application of complete fertiliser,
along with three other treatments, produced sufficient growth of
clover to effect a aarkeri improvement
.
1926 Wlggans (78) reported that nitrate of soda was used on the
Bald Hill plots sad gave, on the whole, a significant increase in
total vegetation largely by increases In grass and weeds, with an
actual decrease in the proportion of clover. "These results therefore
Indicate that nitrogen sight better be added to pastures thru a
stimulation of legume production, rather than by the use of nitrogenous
fertilisers •*
-ID-
1926 Laapheor (H2) MMMM that nitrogen ni significant la
dotarainiaG pastor© suceas«ioa to a saner extent as coopered *ith
phoaphorus sad potansiasu
lggo, Bms, sad Slat* (7) rsporteds- "In this country, »orae
benefit hae usually te«a ebtalned £MM lacladias nitrogen vita the
raiaarals. bat there have been wry f«» clear-out cetsp^rlsoae under real
pasture conditions.
1930 Spragae and Fraul (6b) found that shite clover oa golf greens
«as held in check by close cutting coablned with the aee of soluble
aitrosenous fertilisers. Growth of bluegraes ens favored by the use ef
a cosapiete fertiliser,
1530 Jf. S. Abbott (2) discovered that clipping the grass with shears
as oftea as it reached a height of four to eta laches lolled to »l*ulste
grasiag eeudltioas on th» plots receiving nitronsa elnce there eas e
ssarked suppression of clover oa the slipped area as oowpared elth the
corresponding grassd area end a tendency for th» sod to becos* thlaaer
aad coarser, this tendency eae lees carted »lth wore frequent clipping
and eas taors marked elth less frequent clipping.
1$30 ttortlaser aad Hichardn (51) conclude— "On a soil IspOTeriahed
la elaoral fortuity, nitrogen alone cannot produce eooaoaioal returae;
on soils lee la minerals, little clever persists and with the use of
nitrogen under such conditions what little clover there aay be prasent is
decidedly depreesed. On pastoree rich la sineral fertility aad having
-e> aedius clew-grass rati*, nitrogen fertilisation any be used la
single applications as al# ae thirty to fifty pouade of eleaeatal
nitrogen without suffering a eerious suppression of the clover.*
-16-
liiwmi jr The use of nitrogen alee seen* to have given conflicting
results oa pastures sad Its effect os the growth and vigor of white
Dutch clover H still an open question. Probably much of the disagreement
can be traced to the different aetfaeds need in sHNrlie the reeults
since nitrogen raay cause the grasses to shade out the clovers If
not
kept grassd down.
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8, fXELD IIW^TISATIQIIS — HSTHOB W P80CKBBSI.
Fortunately, there was an abundanc* of material at ted with which
to pursue a study of pasture flora la the experimental paature plot*
of the A, ronoiay department, these repreeent a broad, fundamental
research covering all the Important fertilizer eleaeate aad their
combinations aad range la age fraa the older Hobart* series laid out
la 192U through the new hobart series begua la 1950. Changes la flora
are gradual transitions, they cannot be brought about instantaneously
by top-dresslnfc, aad the study becomes oae of determining general treads
la succession over a period of years under a gives treatment en similar
soils. All the experiments studied sere sell supplied with check areas,
shoeing, the former type ef flora, aad detailed records concern!ng
fertilisation aad raan&iiernent have been kept. Thus the problem resolved
itself Into that of determining by botanical analysis the present
composition of the flora on the various plots, of correlating this data
with the fertiliser elements supplied, aad from the whole, to draw general
conclusions regarding the effect of various elements aad methods of
management on the flora of pastures.
She method of procedure la determining the botanical composition ls#
of course, extremely important. It mast he accurate aad yet sufficiently
rapid to alio* fear a reasonable number of analyses upon which to base
general conclusions. After consideration of the problem aad several trials,
*Mote. Ixperimsats A and B begun on Tillean pasture by Osmun and Haskell
in 1921 and 1922 reepectively, have been discontinued or altered.
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the following method was chosen and used thruout the experiment. In
June, clippings wars taken from several areas of three square feet each
scattered on representative areas over the plot (the number varying from
3-6 depending upon the size of plot), thoroughly mixed and carefully
sub-sampled* and while still fresh, separated into Kentucky bluegrass,
white Dutch clover, timothy, redtop, other grasses, weeds and moss.
The separates were oven dried (60°-70*), swifts determined in grams for
each species and the percentage composition of the herbage calculated
from the data. On some series this procedure was repeated in August but
on the remainder it was necessary to base the August figures on a careful
estimate of the composition after studying the herbage on the plot as a
whole. Zt Is realised that there is a certain amount of unavoidable error
in sampling and sub-sampling and for convenience in analysing the results,
percentages are calculated to the nearest five percent in the tables which
follow.
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1. ROBAJiT PASTIME.
A. Bapartaan* C-l (192*0-
m. axparia-at— «* i» •» * «• 0- Laa^~ * COB^tl°a
rapaat.d U 1929 l«t two rear. (1929 ft* 1930) the —
*
half of 11 plot, ha, racaiwad a «ltro*» top-dra..lag
(Ghilaaa aitrat.)
at the rat. af 30 pouad. of nitre*.*
par acre. *»
atadlad a. a baal. for caaalaaloa.
ragardlag the ~ra complex traateaat.
oa mm*m ***** m «u m mm* mm *******
WM postage of dowar aad bluagraas.
af two yaar. aitra^ fartiliaatioa.
Table 1 - The Chock Area
per \cre i ~ * ! « 5 15 : 75
iy 0 i*«70. 0 ^ 0 i * 8 —
—
» 3
1. mm flora ooaaiatad largely of «
haalthy. wlgorou. growth af
and cinqwefoll.
2. Other grace., incladad peworty gr*..
aad hast graas.
3« fee soil was very aeid.
fftfila 2 • Lisa Mono
| fo.Ihiich gadtpy Qth^ graaaaA_3gedj MM!
par Aero
3 17^0* 6.05
10 5 .so
baaa Aug t3ut»
| 15 15 ! 5 15
: I
* 10 10 s 5 10
:
s
IS 10875 7^1*0 8 20 20 s 0 5
t *
20
Average Cespositioa t ^ *
af tha flora 1 _i
8
J«aa AogtJuBa Aa«!jaaa Aegjjane Aug
60 50 \ 10 10 \ 10 10 t 0
0*
55 50 « » 15 I 10 15 o
o
6o *5 « 10 15 * 10 15 « o o
i t
1
50 I 13 il :JL
•itoaa which a-oaated to 1-296 la taaladad
coder waada.
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tm&ttm the wmmm *«po«Uira of rlotB 3. 10. « aad 25 *ith
that of the check area «e ^ asslga the following Influence, to lloet
1. Lime killed oat the MM almost ooapletsly.
2. Lla» reduced the proportion of ciaouefoll and
seeds slightly.
3. Use lacreeeed the psrcent&ge of grasses.
*. Line raised the pE.
The sioee *a* replaced largely by *edtop end beat
grasses. Apparsatly
the Jin I mill II of soluble calclun and probably
the lacreaeed bacterial
activity permitted the growth of unite Batch closer
ehleh la turn supplied
the altregea far the beat gr*e«e. aad a e»ll a-euat of
leatuoky blaogre...
Table 3 - Phosphorus Alone
m m j mm mmm mm mmmmg ^ m
Per Acre !june Aegean. Aayjana.
A*6:**» 4"-*— W"lttB* '
2 *35# U.85 I 5 5* 0 0 8 60 50 * 5
5 t * •
9 1H70 540 t 5 5*0 0 1 65 55 « 10
: : *
1
17 5220 5.20 : 20 20 t 0 0 : 55 55 *
W
2* 1*70 Seed L-5 ^JSL^-J-ML-
Average composition • e l 56 » 10
pf t.W, flora i 1 ; —» *
1. The superphosphate acted so*e*h»t as aa
aneadaoat la killing eat
the moss aad reducing the acidity.
2. Phosphorus encouraged a better sod. composed
largely of redtep
sad beat grass.
3. It aid not bring la aay shite Batch
closer aad shooed less Kentucky
hlaegras. than the lias plots. All plot, shooed
a lack of available nitrcgon
In a sery stunted growth.
Aug.June Au&.June m
5 * 15
e
15 1 20
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•
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i 1
l 5* 1 15- *> : 10 5-
:
*
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1 108#
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0 * 5
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25 : 20
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IP 1 s
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.1
:
JL
«*6 11
JL
22 19
1. Potash alone did not affect the noes as teach ae did the two
previous elements.
2. Xt did sot encourage the clover particular!/, though ins arsrags
is slightly higher than that for phosphorus.
3. The sod as a ehsls * ssafcsr asd mora seedy than for lias or
phosphorus.
table 5 - Use and Phosphorus
* ft . ft . ~*jm*m iMft BfaMB
t«»n uthar Brasses, I*i MM
]/ir. Ma t -.s.
L P
:June Augjjune Aug June Aug'June Augjjune Aug 1June SSI
U35 : 15 15 : 5 10 ! 65 55 I 5
10 t 10 10 i 0 0
11 3*sa 1U70 : 15 10 t 8 10 i 6b *5 1 7 15 !
w
e
20 t 0 0
19 io«75 5220
:
1 5 10 1 5 i | 70 55 » 10 15 :
10 12 t 0 0
Ssed
26 3»«to i»*7o
l
! 2? 20 t 12 20
1 50 35 1 5
1
10 * 10 15 t 0 0
Average composition
_of the fjor^ ; ; > J 55 |
9
;
«
;
0
1. Lisa and phosphorus together tended to snconrags
shits Batch
closer and Kentucky hlusgrssa though the latter showed
s lank of nitrsgs*
and the closer was not serjr rigorous.
2. the composition is rmtj siadlnr to that of the lis* alone plots.
pat Am't per Acre
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Table 6 - Lime and Potash
Ky.Blue Wh.Dutch Bedton Other Grasses WeedB Moa«
L
12 3^80
21 10875
28
I
108
216
U35
Seed r
3Ugo 216
June Augjjune Aug : June AugVune Aug !June Aug'June Aue
J t- t 'I : ^»
12 15 : 13 20 : 55 **5 : 5 10 : 10 10 : 0 0%%%%%%
« 15 20 : 15 10 : 30 J 5 15 : 20 25 : 0 0
: : xx x xx
: 25 25 » 2o 25 . 4o 30 1 5 10 : 10 10 : 0 0
t : : : : :
: 10 10 x 20 20 t 50 35 : 10 15 t 10 20 : 0 0
Average composition
af the flora 16 18 :
42 15
1* The lime and potash treatment stimulated the clover more, in most
instances, than did the lime and phosphorus treatment with the proportion of
Kentucky bluegrass remaining approximately the same.
2, It was, however, slightly more weedy and the sod was not quite as
strong as that which received the phosphorus.
Table 7 - Phosphorus and Potash
Plot Am«t per Acre Xv.Blue Wh.Dutch Redtor> Other Grasses Beeris Unas
p X 'June tag
l
June Aug* June
•
Aug, June feat [June Aug*June Aug
5 435 108 !. 22 15
;
;
3 3 • 50
*
37
!
5 15 I 10 20 * 10 10
13 1^70 216 ! 15 10 1 5
•
8 : 60 50 - • 5 II 1 15 15 : 0 0
20 5220 **35 ' 25 25 i 3 0 ! 55 45
;
7 20 . 1 10 10 | 0 0
Bfit
27 IH70 216 | 20 20 ! 10
:
25 : 55 35 i! 5 10 1 10 10 : 0 0
Average composition ;
.of the flora 20 : i ! 50 1 > 10 11 * 2•
1. These plots with the exception of plot 27 showed very little white
Dutch clover.
2. Under the combined influence of the minerals, the plots showed a
fair proportion of Kentucky bluegrass.
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Tuble 8 - Lirae, Phosptiarus and Potash
L 1
: :
K .June AugfJuna
t
A*c.June
•
t t
.Jan.: M| .Jun-
e w e
earift IhH
Aug.JUDE» &U£
7 17*»o 435 108 * 10 10 1 20
: :
20 ! 58
ie
50 * 5 10 * 7
• *
• S
10 1 0
a
1
0
l4 3*80 1470
22 10875 5220
216 » «*5 30 * 20
: :
435 » 15 15 » 30
t 2
30 1 20
I
50 1 4o
20 : 5 10 . 10
} :
15 * 10 10 i 5
10 : 0
e
•
10 : 0
e
0
0
29 3US0 f^fS 216 : 15 20 s 20 25* 45 35 8 10 10 * 10
•
10 * 0 0
;»vsra; e co m position « >» 8 26
of tt* flora 1
w
t ;
* 9
!
0
1. this treatment gave the ooet vigorous growth of clover, plet 22
averting 4o£ on the two clippings.
2. The percentage of Kentucky bluecrase wan variable but averaged ae
high a» in any of the previous treatments.
3. ®ie proportion of clover seeoed to vary inver ,v ~ t th... • rxmnt
of Kentucky hlue&rass present and vice versa.
Table 9 - feMMg
ftr-Sii* «*• i^pft
1
Seeds... mm
I 0 2 46 11 22 19
P 9 Trace P 10 16 8
L 16 i 50 13 13 0
LP 14 9 P f 13 0
HE 16 18 42 f 15 0
P* 20 7 50 10 13 0
. m 20, 2* 9 9 9 _
1. Liae Is the first 1loiter on this soil as regards the growth ef a
dealruble pasture flora* It killed the sees, to a large extent, and
encouraged the growth of white Dutch clover and Kentucky blue ,r s.
KOBAxtt PASflMl - iW7AlU&m C-l
Figure 2 HiflwHg typical cev«r on the Hobart check area.
Fote thst raoB? and cinquefoil are very niuch in evidence.
Figure 3 MH other extreme mm reached on the plot
•here the white Dutch clover Is vigorous and abundant.
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2. Potash apparently, by its stlsulatlon of the clever, coraes next
after line sad Is necessary for a really vigorous growth of the clover.
3* Phosphorus is low in this soil and additional amounts are necessary
for optlaws gro«th of the grass and clovers*
k* Conclusions drawn from the al >- . ita in regard to pasture flora
eill be presented at the end of the thesis.
THB EFFECTS OP f® AD0ITIOJEAL SITOOOEH
Check ftj-QK
The nitrogen caused a slight lsproretesnt in the sod by killing out
the bosb end stisiol -ting what redtop and native grasses were present.
No detailed analyses vera made (by the author) but in addition to a
marked increase in growth, the east halves of the plots showed fewer weeds
and elnquefoll. Too nitrogen apparently caused a slight reduction in the
proportion of clover on the east half of those plots containing a considerable
proportion of Kentucky bluegrass. The bluegrass made rapid growth and there
is a question whether the decrease In clover was due to the presence of the
soluble nitrogen or to a secondary shading effect resulting from the increased
height and density of the bluegrass.
Phgspb^rus or Potash, Pjpts,
The addition of nitrogen to phosphorus or potash alone gave a denser sod
but did not affect the clover since very little was present.
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frioe. ;.hosphora» and Potash la OotgblaatlPn
The addition of nitrogen to the various conbirtatlons resulted la a
marked increase la /laid and a stronger, denser turf of the grasses, the
influence of the ni tra&sn on ahite Dutch clover was variable, la general
the decrease oa the eaat half as compared with the west was slight, aad it
seemed thst the aoet marked decreases occurred on those plots containing
the 30at bluegrass. Oa plot 20 shich shooed the best staad of clover,
there was no lino of dess&rcatioa between the two halves. Oa this plot
there was aore redtop than Kentucky bluegrsss aad due to the vigorous growth
of the clover, the latter was aot shaded very ouch by the grasses.
3.
JUL
C-2 (1930)-
7igar* U • Sobart Sxperlneat C-2
kxnm&fsont of Plot*
U 12 »
E I
%
3
-If"
fi
3
u aa
#»
1
• #1 <
r * 5
The £M •xi«rl»»nt *Moh MM he^oa la 1930 an M a?** adjacent to
£*p*riaeat C-i eoaelsto of eis plots duplicated sad treetad «e fcHwtl
1. the sobs half of all plots received aOOOf of , round iisestooe la
tie eprlng »hlla the **tt halve* war* treated with 1500* of hydrated MM
j«r acre.
2. ?h» first plot In «£«h eerlea received altrate of sod* &93«5 par
aero) *hil« plot ll received Sfeif©3 pl«* 5* <* Sentuttky bl»esr»e» and 0 of
•hits Dutch clow? s«ii.
3. Haj oecaad plot In each *eri»a roeeivod 30-3 peao£B per acre of a
co^l.t* fortlltear (15-30-15) aWla plot 5 received Hitropho*j» pl» a***
4. The third j»lot la each eerie* aerved aa * check ehlle ?lot 6
receive ee*--i hot no fertiliser.
thle oaportawat *n* laid out with eeveral objects In wteet Flret, It
«&a deeired to cesajsr* the tvo forws of lioe for nee la pasture toj>~lre**ln*;
eacoadly, to etudj the effectlveoeae of seeling without eoltarai trecteeat.
aed finally, to ***** the v&la* of nitrogen alone and in
combination
vith the minerals la establishing a pasture sod on a mossy worn-out area,
l.'ic r_ mOM tf ttp NanN MUM *fcre Citx-iki.'i Mfl MMifNt wade in July
yielded the data prneented la the following tables.
Sable 10 - Cheek Area
jUg Li2£ fttf twit lb] Mfifr. fi»^8R Other Qraassa Weede uose
3 I5OO Hyd. — — 0 15 15 30 ho
12 200C 0r.L. - — 0 10 10 30 50*
6 1500 Hyd. 5.30 Seed 5 15 15 25 40
.X") 2PQQ jB*»&BW g *fi S 30 50
*
Mess still alive on ground limestone strip.
1. The hydrated liae seemed very much superior to the ground limestone
for spring application with seed.
2. the hydrate almost entirely destroyed the moss.
3* The hydrate permitted a few clover plants to start but they sere
scattered and lacking in vigor.
Table 11 - Hitrate of Sods
Plot SaSol Lime oB §eej USBtXt BiMUWl ffiH*§
1 200 1500 Hyd. — — 0 so 10 30 40
10 200 2000 (ir.L. - — 0 20 10 30 Uo
u 200 I5OO Hyd. 5 .SO Seed 15 20 10 20 35
U 290 2QCQ arJ-^.6«i peed , ,«> , , »— ft ft .
The moss plants were thoroughly killed out in this series on both the ground
limestone and hyar&ted lias trips but of course were still present and made
up a considerable portion of the cover.
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1. She nitrate of soda thoroughly killed out the boss.
2. It sticulated the bent greases, including rsdtop, that ewe present
but did not encourage much of e sod up to tine of analysis.
3. On the seeded plots, it apparently helped the young clover plants
to get started since they sere mere vigorous then on the line alone areas.
Table 12 - Complete Fertiliser
flbtf Blfc MSS B& See^ «h r putch, frafltop Other flraeees Heeds
phoaka I
2 ?00 1500 Hyd. — — 0 20 20 25 35
11 200 2000 Or.L. - — 0 20
5 200 1500 Hyd. 5.00 Seed 30 10 15 30
& , ap- . ,..2000, ft^4 flg0 Seed 10 m
e
Moss not completely killed on the ground limestone strip.
1. The complete fertiliser did not affect, the noes «e markedly as did
the nitrate hut did encourage » slightly denser turf*
2. It brought about a thicker* mure rigorous stand of shite Dutch
clover on the seeded plots.
3* The vegetation ens apparently store palatable to the cattle, these
plots being grated most closely of the series.
Table 13 - Susraery
Hot Lias Seed Wh. Dutch Kedtou Other ftrajWt Wrfflf Hp»«
Check 15O0 Hyd. Seed 5 15 15 25 40
M«He3 • * 15 20 10 20 35
mtroshoska • • 30 ig JL5 15 2Q_
Assuming th*t the best basic treatment for the land in the experiment
was an application of 1500 pounds of hydrated lime plus seed, the addition
of nitrate of sods; sad a complete fertiliser brought about the following
changes:
1. Crowd liaostone had e«iM<i tout a slight d»V 1* flwft at the
ti*e ef aaalyeis. the additioa of seed produced only
too par cant clover.
2. Sydrated lime destroyed a l^rgor preportiea of
the moos aad
encouraged slightly MM olorar shea »a#d aaa supplied la addltioa to the
ISMi
3. Bitrata of ooda aas aoro effective thea
the lime la destroying
the mm and stimulated the grasses which aora present. It enabled the
clover plaate to start even in the absence of
a mineral application
U. TB< complete fertiliser produced a thicker sod
than did the altrate
alone aaa caused a ^eater reduction eeeds. With
seed. It brought la e
healthy, vigorous growth of white Dutch clover.
5. The 3*PK plot seemed to he the moot
palatable since the cattle
grased It very closely.

R0BA8T PASTIME - £
r' -- 3i
Figure J He'lo,. hydrotod line
and seed caused thi* change.
51
Figure 10 A cotaplete fertill? r. hydrate and
md established
this dense clever sod in one
a. mm
U (1927).
figure U * flUwa Saparlaoa* 0
of riots
SoilSerlao (Cheshire) Soil *H* Stoof See* **»
Sia* of plot Appro*. .5 •*•» ltoNl •* *** rf
20004 gtam& lioootene per MPN
fertiliser Trpetawmta par Aoro
Potash applied st t&s rat© of 80 pound* 10 par
aitragon applied at the mis of **6 pounds * par *»*•
PiilllllllH applied at tt* rate of 5« J»aad« ?ft P»r
aero
Sxci.pt for ainor difference* the aboro aaoanie He** teen
applied
rear einee 152? t. 1927. **§ *3°-
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The plots are grased by the Hereford herd of the College
fara during the
.Is pasture oenths (May—October) . These larger plote showed auch more
variation 1b herbage than did the nail plot, la the preceding
.aperient,
but an effort was mode to eecure representative
saaples for analysis, la
toe following table, except the first, the left hand
coluans represent
actual analyse, and* of the herbage In June, while
the right hand coluan.
represent the estimated percentage compoeitlon of
each plot in August.
Table lU - Check Area
freafa^ent j^r^VP ^ltch Badton Other Or»»ess ft2& M2H-
Um 0* 0 10 5 60 »
*lhis plot shoved no change in flora, therefore,
the second column was
onitted.
The application of lima to the above area had
pretty thoroughly taken
care of the nose but running clnquefoil aas very auch
in evidence a. the
dondnant seed, and other grasses conei.ted largely
of poverty grass and
sweat vernal. In addition, the following weeds
were present in varying
proportions: sorrel, yarrow, buttercup, and thistle.
Sable |§| m ?ota*k *,l°ne
:June Augjjune augjjune Aug|june Augjjune AugJJune Aug
2 5.1*5 \ io 15 1 15 15 • 30 25 • * »
t 35 35 • 0 o
5 5.05 U 25 t 20 20J25 25 JXO 10 ! 20 20 | 0 0
?
|a, j 20 20 \ >* « ' 28 ttJLtf l&fcJB W j I
Average composition I t, 20 8 19 20 * 28 23 J 11 12 25 25 1 0 0
of the flora \
17
'T-JL-g 1 1 *
-3b-
|* Tnis eerie*, particularly plot 2, was quit* seedy with buttercup,
h&rdhack, .iandelion, pl&nt&in. yarros, Juncus. Carex, hawkveed and some
ssoss on tbe bumocks.
2. These plots shooed telli aats of white Dutch clever on the closely
PHI portions, particularly in the wetter area* at the south end.
3. IS the lower end* of the plots (north) *Ulch were drier
and aet
as well grazed, clover -*»s aot aa abundant.
H. the distribution of the Kentucky bluegraa* follawad that of the
clever*
Sauls lb - Potash and Kitrogen
8June Aug
5June Aug*,June ^[june Aus^June Au^June Aug
1 5.35 « 30 25 * 15 15 t 25 25 . 15 15 . 15 20
s 0 0
3 5.10 . 25 25 i 10 15 I 25
25 ! 15 15 1 25 20 : 0 0
« \to Vmi 2°'" «' a 22 ; Q—a-
Avern.- ^..juIUou : 2E 25 * 13 1» t 23 23 * 15 15 J 21 21 ' 0
of the flora _i fjL-i 1-J 1 1
1. She nitrogen-Potash series showed a better grass
eed with more
Kentucky bluegress than did the plots receiving
potash only. The weeds
were not quite so much la evidence.
2. The average percentage of clover was slightly
lees but here again
it is not clear whether this reduction l« due to
the direct effect of the
nitrogen on the clover or whether it is a secondary
shading effect of the
better growth of the graeae*.
3. 3n the closely grased are*, the growth of
the white Butch clover
was comparable with that on the plots receiving
potash only.
0
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Table 1? - Complete Fertiliser
June Aug'june aagjjune Angjjune Aagjjune augjjune Aug
30 30 \ 22 25 I 20 20 l 13 10 i 15 15 t 0 0
• t t 1 I
' r 10 i 20 15 l 10 10 t 10 WLt_ o
* 32 32
I
23
1. The HPI Plot showed both the largest
percentage of Kentucky bluegrass
and the greatest proportion of clover.
2. This plot showed the feseet weeds and the
strongest sod.
3. The complete fertiliser here again,
apparently added to the
palatability for these plots eere ranch nore even In
appearance after
gracing than eere the others in the experlraent.
Table 18 - Suwaary
Treatment Hedton Hm Qvoeses weeds taM
a) 1 17 19 28 11
25 0
a> « 28 13 23 15
a 0
23 20 V3 12 0_
1. After the redaction In acidity en theee
plots by the line applied
In 1927. y*«ly applications of potash encouraged
the growth of white Bute*
clover ehich furnished nitrogen for the develot-ent
of «*m Kentucky Itllljpillll
However . the eod wee somewhat open and very
seedy.
2. The addition of nitrogen to the potash
reeulted In a stronger eod
containing 28 per cent of Kentucky blu.gr..* and
reduced the weed,
The percentage of clover was sosewhat
depressed.
<
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3. 9m addition of phosphorus M sail as aitrogau to the potash
gavs a ell^ht increase la Kentucky bleagrass and a stftod increase is
white Dutch clover, fhs prsportIon of weeds was considerably reduced
sad the sod as a whole presented e well-balaaud edxture of grasses and
clever*
as m vavmam u
Figure 12 ?he ©heck area.
B. Sxperi«ent 0 (192b)
Figure 15 - Tillson Esperiraent 0
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aetei Plots 26—29 are omitted in this diagram.
Soil Series (Cheshire) Soil typs
Stony Sandy U
Si$e of Plot 2X6rads Strip 1 rod elcl. eet««n
plots
fertiliser Schedule
1. The entire area was liaed In 1926 swept
a strip one rod eld*
at the east end of each series.
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2. The unlabeled plots in the abov<* dlagrara (3, 6, 9, 12. 15.
18.
a. 20 received pheephoruB and nitrogen and since potash i. apparently
«*
first limiter on this soil, there en. littte or ne
clorar present. Theao
plots sere not analysed.
3. The strip (1 rod) ot the north side of eneh
plot ens unfertilisod
hut lined.
k. potash ens applied as amriate at the rate of 150
ponndo k^O por
acre.
5. nitrogen e*s applied in various
synthetic carriers at rate of
23 pounds per acre.
b. Phosphorus «as applied in Dia-sonphos
at rate of 57 p««I« <*
assailable P*r acre#
7. The treatments in the above
experiment eero replicated fire times;
the series starting at the top of the slop,
next to the C. t. railroad
track, and extending down into the MO*. Since the
fifth sorio. -s on
very low land and not erased in keeping
eith the rest of the sorie. it is
omitted in the following tables. The June
analysis represent, clipping,
handled as in the previous experiment, while
the August analysis is based
on estimated percentages.
Table 19 - Check Area
*ione 0 0 » « a—
a
tot., TO. ctoc* Ml M ew»* *"» t0 A**"t ******"
analyses were combined.
The check areas sere very poor and open, shoeing
«uch bare soil and -hat
vegetation ea. present consisted largely of «* sUft
—n
those making but little growth.
Table 20 - Lln» and Potash
Kv.Mua Mi.Dutch MeAton Other Or; C^vs
5
11
IT
23
5.95
5.95
Average composition
of the flora
Am
t ho
Augjjune
35 s 0
AugjJune
7 » **5
Aug.June
ho : 10
Aug.
tt •
Arm
5
Aug,June
10 t 0
•
0
i 30 25 : 18
•
30 t 35
35 : 28
30 s 10 10 : 7 5 1
:
0 0
I 30 25 I 25 25 \ 10
1
10 ; 7 5 :
:
10 :
0 0
: 28
i
25 * 20
:
25 : 30 30 : 10 10 : 12 0 0
!
29 25 \ 21 30 ; 31 28
* 10
1
10
s
9
•
7; 0 0
1. The potash brought about a Barked change la flora, encouraging a
satisfactory proportion of shite Dutch clover and Sentucky bluegrass.
2. The sod was excellent oa all four plot*; the chief variables being
the percentages of seeds and shite Dutch clever.
3. It Is interesting to note that, in general, the percentage of
shite Dutch closer increased as the plots descended the hillside 1. e, ae
the moisture supply increased.
Table 21 - Lis* and Potash
(2 applications)
- WK-TH»tfth fiariton 01
Plat si
*June Aug5June Aug*June fem
1 1MM Aug*June Aug*June Aug
1 6.50
e
! 30 20 t 8
i
15 s *5 * ! 1 7 10 t 10 10 t 0
t
0
7
e|
; 25
t
20 t 10
:
12 s He 51 t 5 5 t 12
:
12 > 0
•
e
0
:
t 30
s
25 8 15
1
15 i 33 3« : 10 10 ; 12 12 : 0
e
0
1
* & as » **
:
20 t ho 20 : 10 « * 10 , ...1? I o_ 0
Average composition
of the flora
' 28
t
22 { 11 15 ; * hi J 8
10 ! 12 12 j 0 0
1. The tve applications of potash had practically the seme
effect as
did the single application out eith somewhat less closer and bmM redtop en
the average. The fact that ten of the plots in the
series ssre along the
top of the hill, *W& Pl»t 19 «*» as well grasad as was plot 23,
have had soasthing to do with this rathor surprising result.
labia 22 - Lime, Potash and nitrogen
ta «* nH Kv.Blue Wfc.antah Beaton Qth<r ftr Lanes Vieeda 1
2 5*65
June
s NO
Aug*June
35 s 3 10 i Ho
:
Augjjune
35 * 10
I
Ml Jjuju.
10 : 7
:
10 t
1
MM
0 0
S 6.05 35 * 1
t
35 : 5
lo ! 50
t
35 « 9
1
10 » 10
t
10 1
:
0 0
1U 8 3* 15 « *5 35 * 5
•
5 t 7
:
10 I
I
0 0
20 I Su % : ** 12 i H*S p t 10 19 ? 0
Average ccscposltion
af the flora ! 55
3* 1 3 12 { U5 35; s 9| 9 10
:
0 0
1. The addition of nitrogen on these plots increased
the percentage
of Kentucky MNs&WM slightly and brought about a considerable
decrease
in the average percentage of clover.
2. This was most marked In the June analysis and on
the plots at the
upper end of the series. The August eetlaate showed
a nornal percentage of
clover as compared with the plot receiving potash
alone.
3. The presence of an excellent growth of
clover on the closely grated
.re., and the increased proportion of Kentucky
bluegwss on this plot .ight
indicate that the reduction In clover was n secondary
effect of the bluegws.
Table 23 - Complete fertiliser
Plot pfl gy.Blne fh.Du
teA Sedton Other grasses weeds »os»
5'
11
17
21
5-95
5.95
Average composition
of the flora
1
X
&0 ' 10 | ( 5 10 * 0 0
e
e t
e
e
30 : 10 10 : 7 5 * 0 0
:
e
e
e
25 : 10 10 «
e
7 5 «
•
0 0
: e
12
e
10 i 0
28 8 10
... #r— 10
*
:
9 »3 0 0
Sotet Plot 5 i« emitted la the *w%.e for tale treafcaent elnoe it differ*
ee markedly froa the other thw plot, la botanic*! opposition. In
eecordaaoc preeleue observation, it would »ea
that thi. plot eaa too
deficient in Bol.tare to fiTo. whito Butch clowr to adrantaee.
1. The conplete fortilioor resulted in the beet eod.
She herbage
•aened JOt X«»tuck? bluegraee Ml « excellent proportUn of
«*t*o MM
clow and, in all ceae. but on*, a reduced percent*^ of eeeda. Hot 1?
•hich mm eo situated that it received oonoehat
nor. noloture then the other*
presented a aoiid net of white Dutch clorer on cartel*
portions.
2. theee plot*, except plot % ***** .ligfrtly «re uniform ffra.ing
than did the others.
fable 2U - Suaasry
fnr^nt nB ^Ti^Tf BdMtei
Qth^y praescq ES2& SSSa-
(L) 1-26 6.00 32 » « * *
°
(L) K-»2b.»29 6.50 28 11 *t »
U °
(L) « MO 35 3 8 t 0
(t) HPt 5 .95 29 21 31 ~ 2 —
1. the application of 1U» and potash to a rua-down
paature aod.
encouraged a aatlefacfry growth of Kentucky
bi«e«re.. and unit. Dutch clorer.
2. The addition of nitrogen to the abore
treatment lucrea~d the blaa-
graae .lightly, reduced the proportion of
weed* and ehoeed a tendency,
etet variable, to reduce the
of MM*
3 . The application of a
complete fertiliser brought about a narked
Increase in white Dutch clorer without
upsetting the balance of the
station 1. a. clover wa» not stlaulafI at the expense of the
grease..
J**
The Relative Heed for Lime
The presence of the fertilised but unlined strips at ths east sad «f
eeeh plot sad of the uafartillsod bat limed areas along «» north side of the
plots enabled the observer to note the relative need for lias on this land.
Under the various treatments.
The BftBHKWI tut lAfffPfl &reBS in all cases shoved a peer* open sod,
very seedy with cinquefoll and earox. the grasses ooaalsted largely of
poverty grass, sweet vernal and the bents. She plets were net sell erased}
elover eas present only la urine spots; and in a fs« cases live mesa see
present
.
ft* nallaod areas receiving t>otash only, shooed no significant difference
froia the check areas.
fhe unllaed areas receiving potash and nitrogen sere variable in herbage
bat in general showed a fair bent grass sod, sous* redtop, and oeoessionally
a. trace of clover, iiess *nd cinquefoll were still present in spots.
The unlliasd areas receiving the eoaalafce ^rHi1^ <*• •• P®***1* Plus
phosphorus and nitrogen) showed an excellent grass sod eith most of the boss
and cinquefoll driven out. I saall proportion of Kentucky Muegrass ens
present sad there sere treces of shite Dutch clover en sane of the plots.
Thus, the above observations would see* to indicate th&t the need for
lis* varies soswehat with the plane 9l fertility, being least important
shore a complete fertiliser is used.
TILLSOH PAS90B * IFSiir&rtt 0
Figure 17 This plot has received a complete
fertilizer (llae :.) far three ye*r«.
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3. ANGUS PASTUHE
.
Figure 18 - An^us Pasture
Layout of Plots
Soil Series Cheshire Soil Type Stony Sandy Loam
Size of Plot 3.85 acres (Slightly heavier than Till son)
Fertilizer Treatments per Acre
Plot A Plot B
1928 85# N - 55# P205
- 67# ItgO Unfertilized
1929 76# Nitrogen *
1930 8^# N - 33# P2°5 " U3# *20
This experiment was begun in 1928 on an area which had been in
permanent pasture for many years but which was in better condition than either
Hobart or Tillson pastures. It was divided into two fields of 3.85 acres
•fee
each and one half (Plot A) received a complete fertiliser plue two
*
additional summer applications of nitrogen while the other half (Plot B)
remained unfertilised.
The two fields were grazed in rotation by young stock from the
College fans sad an effort wae raede to regulate the grating at the optimum,
both frea the standpoint of the cattle, and the pasture. Thus this experi-
ment differs fro* the preceding ones in two Important aspects. First,
rotational grazing wan practiced en the Angus pasture, whereae the Hobart
plots were allowed to head out, and the Tilleon plots hare been grased
continuously, except daring the last year. Secondly, much heavier appli-
cations of nitrogen were aads on this field than on the ©there previously
considered*
fable 25 - Angus B - Check Area
Treatment oB Kw.mue th.Putch ftedtOP Other passes, 3fteda ^ Hons
IJune Aug'juoa Augjjuae Aug)Jone Augjjune AugJJune Aug
Hone 5.5 jlQ 25i 2 3 t 26 25 t 25 37 * 12 10 » 0 0
It will be noted that the June analysis (actual) wae high for Kentucky
bluegrass and low for other grasses as compared with the August estimate.
This lack of correlation is probably largely due to the fact that since
Kentucky bluegrass predominates In certain areas and not In others, the
samples selected for clipping contained an abnormally large percentage of
blueerase. The fact that the bluegrass was heading out tended to emphasise
Its presence In the flora. la August the Kentucky bluegrass was dormant end
the other native grasses were much wore in evidence.
The excellent condition of the sad en this field. In spite of a lack of
fertiliser treatment for three years, cam probably be attributed In part a*
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leaat to the benefits derived from rotation which prevented over-grasing
and peraitted the plants to soke adequate top growth and root development.
Other grasses included sweet vernal, the boats, poverty crass, crab grass
with a small proportion of orchard grass, Weeds consisted largely of Juncus,
Cares, buttercup, dandelion, thistle, plantain and chlckweed.
table 2b - Angus A - Complete Fertiliser
Treatasnt sM Kr.Bluc sh.Putch Seato^ Otter grasses, feeds &oga
'June Aug :June Aug 5June AugJJune Aug'June Aug
:June Aug
PS 5»oo 1 75 50 1 2 6 ( 10 15 1 10 25 1 3 *» ! 0 0
A similar lack of correlation between the two analyses is soon on this
area, which is probably to bo explained In the same manner as suggested for
Plot B.
1, The complete fertiliser increased the proportion of bluograss very
markedly at the end of the three years end brought about a considerable
reduction in the proportion of weeds.
2. The percentage of white Dutch clover in the field as a whole was
quite low though in the moist area at the center of the plot the proportion
of clover averaged considerably higher. Although no analyses sere made,
the percentage of clover, by observation, was much higher in 1928 and In
1929. Two factors probably contributed to the reduction evident In 1930.
The heavy application of nitrogen In the spring of 1929 caused such rapid
growth of the grasses that the feed got ahead of the animals and this
undoubtedly exerted a deleterious shading effect on the clover. Secondly,
the extremely dry summer of 1929 Injured the shallow rooted clover plants
on the hillside and they failed to revive the following spring.
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Table 27 - Susaary
Treatment pS fcf.Blue gft»I*utch, fltttW othcr frMff** &£•
Son* 5.50 33* 2 25 23 11 0
BPK 5.00 61 h 13 18 » 0
Botes Although the advisability of averaging aa actual analyses with an
•at leasts is questionable, the author feels la this case that the above
percentages approximate the actual composition of the tea fields sore closely
than either of the separate analyses
.
1. the effect of three /earn application of a complete fertiliser oa
a permanent pasture which eas rotated sas to improve the sod thru the increase
of Kentucky bluegrass with a decrease In native grasses and seeds*
2. The le« percentage of white Dutch clover en this field can as
logically be ascribed to aoMftgeneat and moisture conditions as to the nitrogen,
further work is indicated.
The tendency for the hillside to dry out daring July and August except
in very wet years leaves soae doubt as to the uesirability of trying to
encourage a large proportion while Dutch clover on this type of land since
due to its shallow root system, it is bound to be injured by drouth, k
similar objection, of course, can be raised in the case of a straight blue-
grass sod. In ether words, a mixture of several grasses and clovere le
always to be preferred to a sod aade up wholly of one species.
-5*
Figure 19 - Hehenshetm Pasture
Soli Series
Sice of Plot 8*2^ acres
Soil Type Silty Clay Loan
Seeding Trials 2 acres
r
Figure 20. A vies of the high producing group. Hots height of the grass.
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The following experiment differ, from those discussed is the preceding
pages is that the land le all plowable and was formerly * P«* of th* regular
College fans rotation. Various grass and clever alxtarss have been used
la seeding down hot the sethods of fertilisation and aaaagsasent have been
sore or leas standardised. Per the last three years, the entire area has
fif*** the intensive grassland »ana«e«ent denwnstratien on the
College far*
and all plots «lth the exception of plots I? and TI have received a complete
fertiliser pins additional sonaer applications of nitrogen.
Plots III and IT were seeded to the earns mixture ia 192>* and received
Identical treatment up to 1928. Since that time the former has
received
heavy applicatieas of nitrogen, phosphorus and potaah while the
latter
has remained unfertilised.
Plots T and 71 «re eeeded to the same mixture ia 1925. fertilised
and savaged la the seise way through 1929. {or th* ** two **ar*
plot T has received a complete fertiliser while plot TI has
received only
suaerale.
Plot I ia cespoaed of three different seeding* dating 1922. 1925
•**
Finally, plots Til, Till and IX contain s series of seven seeding
trials begun in 19?6 ia as effort to determine the most desirable
seeding
Mixture for pastare.
Thus, the above layout makes it possible to study the effect
on the
flora of three years of heavy fertilisation sith a complete fertiliser
<I5# nitrogen. *3# phosphoric acid and 53# potash) ae eosparod with the
effect of the sinorals without the nitrogen. The seeding trials on I.
and
Til, Tilt and IX will furnish a considerable amount of data on
the
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longevity, adaptability ami Ratability of the various pasture £r*sses
tinder the now system of rotational erasing plus heavy nitrogen applieatlonn.
Is the following tables the percentage composition of the flora is bassd
on am actual analysis of clippings from six representative areas
scattered over the plot i the cass of the Jons figures while the August
percentages represent the setlasted average composition after a careful
survey of the plot as a whole.
Table 23
So Treatment vs. Complete fertiliser
Seeded 192** Pounds Seed per Acre 27
Timothy 12 White Dutch Clover 1
Iledtop 3 Medina Bed Clover 3
Meadow ?escue 3 Alsike Clover 3
Kentucky Bluegrass 2
Pint yreajmfft p» vimath* agjliaa—fcuSlas
—
Wh . 'Mnh Olilifr flmiMi litfls
|juns AugjJune Aug)June Augjjune Augjjune AugjJune Aug
4 Check 6.25 ! 7 7 : ^ 5oJj5 _ 15j_ 0 3 : £ _ $jJ9 _ f°_
3 g»K 5.90 ',22 16 I 17 26 j 52 t« j Q 1 1 5 5 \ * *
X. lbs tinsthy had practically disappeared on the cheek area and
reatop was the dominant grass.
2. There was a fair amount of timothy on plot 3, with an equal
proportion of redtop; Kentucky bluegrass was the dominant grass.
3. The percentage of clover was very low on both of these fields.
*. The check plot was very weedy in comparison with the field
receiving a complete fertiliser.
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Sablo 2$
Minerals vs. Complete Fertiliser
Seeded 1925 Found* Seed per Acre 26
Tisathy 10 White Dutch Clover 1
Sedtep 3 Median Ked Clever 3
Meadow Feecue 3 Alsike Clover
Kentucky Blusgrass 2
{June Au^jJune Aug|June AugjJune AugjJane Augj June Aug
JfL J£ - JfjJB jtJJ _ 23jJ2 _ 37jJO _ <?5_:_ | _ Jj_ 5 _ _5j_ 5 _ J»_
5 MPS 5 -SO t in 10 [ 19 30 ! ^0 50 j 2 1 ! 3 6 ! 2 3
1. The eesplete fertiliser plot showed lees tiesthy sad redtop aad
double the percentage of Kentucky bluegraas as eeaspered with the plot which
received mineral* only*
2* The percentage of clover was slightly higher on the mineral plot*
hot the proportion «&s very lee oa both fields* On plot ¥, shleh aade very
rapid growth in June, the bluegrass had soothered eat soy clever that was
present, the clover on Plot fl «aa not sufficiently abundant to promote
optimum growth of the greases aad the plot aa a whole showed a lack of
available nitrogen.
Sable 30 - Seeding Mixtures oa Plot X
1922 Seeding 1925 Seeding 1926 Seeding
Timothy 10 «h. Dutch Clever 1 Timothy 15 Tinothy 15
Sedtop 3 Med. Bed Clover 3 Sedtep 3 Sedtep 3
Ky. bluegrass 2 Alsike Clover 3 Med. Med Glover 5 Med. Bad Clover 5
Meadow Fescue 3 Alsike Clever k Alsike Clover k
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It will be noted that tha tiro later seedings aro the •stem and
differ from the '22 seeding mixture In that they contained no Kentucky
bluegraes or shite Dutch clever and had fire pounds raore timothy.
gMetawA «
lf
»at»«r BaAtan S^Slm % BvAcfe OlhsT fiTMswa Htdl
|June Augjjune Au^jJune AugjJune Augjjune Augjjune Aug
Seeded '22 HPK 5*70 I l«( 15 J 1» 15 > » 5« « 2 0 t 2 5 * ** 7
Seeded *25 W* 6.10 I JO 35 * 32 25 » 18 lU J 15 16 t 3 5*2 5! •#*!
Seeded »26 g>K 6.15 t 36 >*> » 35 20 : 12 15 t 12 15 8 2 7 » 3 3
She * gg seeding represent* the eldest end in the demonstration. It le
also the strongest sod and has been outstanding In carrying eapaclty under
the new eyetea. The dominant grass Is Kentucky bluograas and unfortunately
this seemed to be less palatable to the milch cows than eas timothy.
Other grasses included meadow fescue and orchard grass and seeds consisted
largely of dandelion and plantain.
The '25 seeding contains a larger proportion of timothy and redtop and
the increased percentages of shite Dutch clover has been very noticeable.
The proportion of Kentucky bluegraes is relatively low.
The »2o seeding contains approximately G£ mere timothy and 6£ lees
Kentucky bluegraes as compared with that seeded the year previous.
Conclusions regarding these seediags will be found at the end of this
thesis.
b. Seeding Mixture Trials en Plots 711, Till and XX
The east portion of this experiment was seeded la eats in 1926; the
west portion seeded in com two months later. Sim different mixtures of
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pasture grasses aad clovers ware seeded la a sarles of two acre plots ruonin,
north aad south, while a seventh combination was used on the balance of the
field down to the brook. When cut for hay the first year (1927) the plots
shoved narked differences in the proportions of red and alsike clover.
Since 19?8 the plats hare formed part of the Hohenheirc system, receiving
a complete fertiliser la April plus supplementary nitrogen applications.
They have been cat for hay early la June, top dresssd with a nitrogen
carrier, than graced during the latter part of the season. Mo appreciable
differences in flora were noticed la 1928 aad 1929. However, la 1930 there
were narked differences la the proportions of bluegrass la the hay crop on
the various seeding* aad after the cattle were turned onto the plots for
gracing significant differences la the intensity of gracing by the Bilking
groups appeared oa the different seeding*.
la the following discussion, tine amounts of clever la the various
Mixtures are unimportant since the red aad alslke clovers are biennials and
did act appear after the first two years. Likewise, since the plots sere
allowed to produce a crop of hay each year, before being graced, the
percentages of white Dutch clover present were very low. The pounds of
redtop per fixture are relatively constant so that the two important
variables in these trials are the amounts of timothy in the alxture sad
the presence or absence of Kentucky bluegraes seed* Plots 3, k and
& had no bluegrass in the original seedi&g.
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Tabl* 31 - Seeding Mixture* Plots Til, Till and IX
Timothy
Bedtop
Ky. bluegrass
Hh. Dutch clover
Med. Bed *
Alsike clover
lU#
I
5
10
I
2
1
3
0
1
3
o
0
3
5
5
5
2
0
5
5#
8
0
2
0
7
1CK
H
2
3
5
Total 33 2U 27 27 27
22 2S
the above table ceatain* the seeding mixture* used in the trials,
giving the pound* per acre for each specie*. la the following table,
the percentage composition of the plots represents the average of
tee
botanical analyses of clipping*. One eas taken in Jane Just
before
haying and the second was taken in August before the cattle
sere
turned on the plots to grase the aftermath.
Table 32 - Botanical Composition of the Seedings
riot 3 2 3 * 5 &
2-
TLsothy U;'
Bedtep 28
Xy. Bluegras* Ug
Ih. Dutch closer 0
Seeds 8
15* 30J6 3#
2S 42 **£
**6 12 2
0 1 *
11 15 U°
# «W 21*
25 33
55 * 37010
11 12 10
Plots 1 and 2. differing in seeding, by a slight change in the
saounts
of timothy and Kentucky bluegrass, shooed approximately
the seas opposition
la herbage four year* later. The .astern end of
plot 1 was covered with
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quacfe grass which was not included la the analysis. Seeds included a
considerable proportion of Juncus which was present on those areas share
the grass had been killed oat under the windrows daring the set season
of 192S • Sots that Kentucky bluegrass makes up almost fifty percent of
the herbage on these plots.
y\ofr 3 For sorae reason, (possibly It saa la the seeding mixture
)
this plot was very seedy* It contained a good percentage of timothy and
about 12 per cent of Kentucky bluegraas though there sas none in the
seeSlag mixture.
Plot 7 This large plot saa somewhat variable la herbage bat showed
about an equal proportion of the three major grasses oa the average.
Plots**. 6 and 6 She most Interesting comparison lios between these
plots. Ia Jane. Just previous to haying, a clearly marked line forated by
tile heads of the bluegrass separated plot 5 from those on either side of
It. Later in the season, a similar line was apparent, das to the closer
gracing by the milch cows en plots U aad 6 with a tendency to pass over
the bluegrass plot. Plot 5 which had 5 pounds of Kentucky bluegrass la
the seeding mixture analysed 55 par cent in the flora, while plots k aad
b without Kentucky bluegraas in the seeding showed but a trace of bluegraas
on their respective areas, apparently the bluegraas had replaced ssost of
the timothy aad part of the redtop la the fifth seeding.
It is of interest also to note that the two plots (** aad 6) having
no Kentucky bluegrass were the only ones la the entire series to shew white
Butch clever in their aaalyees. As oa plot I, the timothy lasted mesh
better ia the absence af bluagrass la the seeding alxture . It did not seem
to depress the clover as much as did the bluegrass.
8EBDIS0 TSIALS - PLOTS VII, Till and IX
r ^
Figure 21 This picture briars out ths difference of intensity in
gracing. Seeding six (without Ky. bluegrass) is in the foreground,
seeding five (with Ky. bluegr&ss) is In the background.
Figure 22 Another view of the above with seeding five (with Ky.
bluegrass) in the foreground and seed in, four (without Ky. bluegrass)
in the background.
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S. DISCUSSION W HESULTS.
UMXt
fhe author raised tha question as to relative need for lias wader
varying planes of fertility, particularly la connection with the use of
a complete fertiliser on pastures.
Bobart C-l .
It *as Indicated that on this type of soil, (fine sandy least, drualoid
in topography, with pH's from b.5 to 5*0) it required the addition of lias
with the mineral treatment to obtain a satisfactory growth of white Dutch
clover.
This series substantiated the author's preadse when the addition of a
complete fertilizer and seed to the area receiving ground llmo*tone fg| U.go)
resulted la a fair stand of clover in the august analysis.
%Wam ft
a study of the fertilised out ualls&d areas on this experiment revealed
that there was a gradual taproveaeat in sod with the addition of each
fertiliser element to a point where the areas receiving a complete fertiliser
without lias shoved a fine grass sod* largely best grease* out with seas
Kentucky blusgrass and traces of white Dutch clover,
qonc^usjoftt
It is indicated that the need for lis* varies with the plane of
fertility, being less pronounced with a complete fertiliser than with mineral*
only, on lands of equal acidity. Line reduces the boss permitting the
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deali-able grasses and clovers to make a firm sod and reduces the percentage
of weeds slightly. Lis* raises the pH an-i thus encouragsa Kentucky bluegrass
and shite Dutch clover to replace the bent . rasses. *blte Dutch clover la
seriously handicapped at pH*s below 5.00.
IMWM
Ihe author, in attesting to daterains the reasons for the conflicting
results following applications of phosphorus, and its relationship to the -
presence of white Dutch clover in the flora secured the following results.
Robert 9-j r
Phosphorus was not particularly beneficial in the absence of potash,
flllsen S.
Phosphorus, in the absence of potash, wrought In no white Dutch clover
and the sod was rather weak sad quite weedy. The soils In the above experiments
ear* Cheshire stony eandy loams on which potash was a Halting factor in
the growth of clover. Therefore, phosphorus could not bo of benefit until
the need for potash wks raet. The Connecticut experiment which shewed a
marked response to phosphorus is situated on a Charlton loam, which contains
sore organic natter, a higher percentage of both silt and clay and Is
fairly high In available potash (U3) (ho,). in soth the Hobart and 7111eon
experiments the addition of phosphorus to potash increased the percentage
of clover over potash alone.
Conclp.sJ,o%-
The response to phosphorus will depend upon the supply of available
potash, being more pronounced on the heavier soils and loos pronounced
as the proportion of sand Increases. Both phosphorus and potash are necessary
for an abundant and vigorous stand of white Dutch clover.
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P0TAS8*
In spite of conflicting experimental result* vlth pet&sh, observation
of urine spot* In any pasture will shew a sacked response to the nitrogen
•ad potaeh supplied and the presence of white Dutch clover can hardly
be attributed to the nitrogen.
Llae sad potash brought in twice as juch white Dutch clover as did
lime and phospharaa while the addition of potash to lime and phosphorus
tripled the average percentage of clover In the herbage*
Potash alone, en land which had been previously Used, brought In a
very satisfactory proportion of white Dutch clover.
Till son S-
The plots receiving potash aad line average gg£ clover in the flora.
On soils similar to those in the above experiments, i. e. Cheshire
and Ludlow series, potash will iaprove the sod, particularly the proportion
of white Dutch elover.
KIJIEKALSt
The so-called "ainerel eyatev/1 of pasture fertilisation is b sod upon
the theory that a geed stand of white Dutch clover in a pasture will furnish
sufficient nitrogen for a satisfactory growth of the grasses. Thus, the
success of this system is baaed upon the ability of the phosphorus and potash
to encourage the clover.
.&3-
Eobart 0-1.
With lis*, the aiaeral treatment gave an excellent res. ones on this
aeries, bringing la a good stand of clover which supplied the aitro ttn for
a large percentage of bluegrass.
jEgjji plot YI -
Here the minerals did sot establish a satisfactory proportion of clover
jiad the carrying HHWAIf was low on this .lot in comparison *ith plot ¥
which received nitrogen. The percentage of clover was soaawh&t higher ia
1929 thaa la 19}0*
ponc^tts^oa;
Phosphoras end potash encourage white Dutch clover where moisture
conditions are satisfactory, unless its growth is hindered by anagessmtal
or seasonal factors. Kentucky bluegrass sill do sell under similar conditions
if the clover supplies sufficient nitrogen.
The Impression ceased to be Quite sjwerally held, that the effect of a
complete fertiliser on pasture flora was practically the sans as the
effect of nitrogen alone i. e. a pronounced stimulation of Ksntucky bluegrass
and other grasses and a -narked depression of the clover. The author felt
that part, at least, of this change could be attributed to aaaagSAent and
season.
The effect of the nitrogen on the east half of all plots was variable,
and smirked depression of the clover occurred only on those plots where the
doaiaant grass was Kentucky bluegrass and it had made sufficient growth to
ehade the clOTwr. The plot (230) analysing forty per cant white Dutch
clover ha%. an equal proportion where the nitrogen oats supplied.
fhe nitrogen was helpful in gstting tho young clover plants started
iron seed on a poor sod.
Ike aix per cent reduction in the proportion of clover on the nitrogen-
potash plots may haws been due to a shading effect of the grass; on closely
graved areas the clover was equal to that on the potash plots, fhe
complete fertiliser plots averaged 23$ clover and $2$> Kentucky bluagrass.
ilio rather marked reduction in clover on the nitregen-potrsh plots in
this series way pos&ibly be explained by Fudge's work in connection with the
availability of potash. He founo that the availability of this nutrient
was markedly reduced following application of nitrogen carriers with am
alkaline reaction. It is of interest to note that these plots showed the
highest percentage of Kentucky bluegmas. the MPS plots averaged 21$ clover
end 29$ Kentucky hluegrass.
fr^us future f
The lee percentage of clever on this are* has been explained previously.
Conclusion*
Then the feed is kept properly grased, a complete fertiliser does not
suppress white Dutch clover, fbe complete fertiliser encouraged Kentucky
bluagrass to become the dominant grass and reduced the proportion of seede
in the flora. The complete fertiliser plot* showed the strongest sed and
the most desirable mixture of grasses and clovers.
a. Methods of Gra.laa.
la this gWP of experiments, tow eysteme of grasiag followed
in harve.ilAg the yields, and each aethod had certain
.peclflc effect, oa
the data obtained regarding the flora. It I. fairly obvious
that .here the
grass is alloned to nature and ie then harvested a. Bay ia
eaall plot
trial., there .ill be a marked auppreision of the clover by
the gressee.
This, of courae, will be aest pronounced on the completely
fertilised
plots. She Hobart eerie* wae fenced off from the cattle
and allowed to
re&cu a considerable height before being grased down. This
msthod permitted
the grassee to aaka adequate root growth, and enabled then to
compete with
the weeds, but where Kentucky bluegraes wue the dominant
grass, tended to
depress the clover.
Oa fiilson where continuous grasing was practiced, the
clever was
•nconraged oa the closely graeed plots but thru selective
grasiag of the
better areas the weeds were allowed to become mash aore
widespread,
Finally, en Angus pasture, rotational erasing Is followed and
hare the
percentage of weeds is very low and the sod ie the strongeet
of those
studied. The lew percentage of clover has been explained
previously.
Conclusion;
It is realised that there were ether variables involved in
the
above comparison but this fact seems evident. Rotational grazing
results U a mere deeirabie balance between clever and gras ee than en
Sobert where the clover ie •nppreesed, and in better
weed control than
oa Tillson where the needs are not suppressed.
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b. Seeding.
The preceding discussion has been confined to permanent pasture land
(non-tillable) and the effectiveness of various fertiliser treataeats and
erasing systems in controlling seeds and eetabliahin* a strong Kentucky
bluegrass-white Dutch clover sod. This conception of the ideal pasture
sod has grown up in the northeastern states along with the lime and
superphosphate method of pasture fertilisation, depending upon the legos*
to furnish the necessary nitrogen for the growth of the bluegraes. This
system has been carried over Into seni-persaneat pastures on tillable land
and an attempt la made by seeding and mineral fertilisation to obtain a
hluegraae-clcver sod. Such a pasture will eupply •arly »pring and late
fall feed but dries out badly in July and August; It will be
permanent
and form a strong turf, but the yield is only mediums and while it is
high
la feeding value, its palatability has been questioned of
late.
dare are several other objections. First, white Dutch clover seen
to bo subject to great seasonal variations and this la turn affects the
bluograss. to speak of «elover years* whoa the legume is widespread
and
abundant, often to be followed by its total disappearance the following
season. For example, 1929 was considered a good clover year, but I93O
was a very poor one. The prevalence in 1929 may be attributed to
the favor-
able moisture conditions in 192S, a very wet season. The preceding
experiments having indicated that moisture supply is the most Important
factor affecting the distribution of white Dutch clover. The disappearance
la 1950 might be explained by the death of the shallow
rooted clover
plants during the drouth la 1929 »»* a lewr percentage of seeds germinating
under the adverse conditions.
Seuotidly, there is constant danger of th« blue&raes crowding out
tee creeping clover plants if grating cunnot bs properly control 1- . On
the other hand, where the clever is very abundant, it amy temporarily
displace the grass resulting in a considerable decrease in yield.
Such a pasture is unbalanced la feeding value according to Orr; the
ratios being high in protein and calcium but very low in phosphorus. Hlth
these points In «ind» the seeding trials described under the tteheahela
system were studied and yielded the following conclusions.
1. The seeding mixture used has a pronounced effect en the composition
of the flora of tillable pasture land.
2. a complete fertiliser encourages Kentucky bluegrass to become the
dominant grass when it Is present in the seeding mixture.
3. Under slailar nana ;emeat, white Dutch clover is s»st depressed
in the Mailings containing Kentucky bluegrass. Timothy and redtop do
not nave this pronounced effect.
4. Timothy stands up wall under pasturage where rotational grating
is practiced and is a very palatable and desirable grass under intensive
5. aeitop is helpful in building up a dense pasture sad and is
palatable to the milch cone.
6. The seediags without Kentucky bluegrass are most palatable to the
milch cows and conversely the bluegraez plots appear to be lees palatable
and are not as closely grassd by the milch cows.
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1* X»ta», phosphorus and potash will establish • Kentucky blusgrass.
•hits Dutch clover sod on permanent pastors land sufficiently moist to grow
the clover. Potash say be unnecessary oa heavy soils hut sill usually bs
taaeflolal on rum-out pasturss situated on Cheshire, Ludlow or Gloucester
seri**e.
2* Hhm audition of nitrogen to the above treatment speeds up the
succession, results la better seed control and encourages « nore evenly
balanced aisture of grasses sad clover.
3* She use of a coexists fertiliser on permanent pasture encourages
Kentucky bluegrass to become the dominant ^rass bat does not drive out
shite Dutch clover shea gracing is properly controlled*
k, Kentucky blusgrass and shits dutch clover sill not flourish on
strongly acid soils but the effect of acidity is less pronounced as tits
plans of fertility is raised*
5* Moisturs is the stest important single factor affecting white
Dutch clover. Season* intensity of graslog, and the presence of available
phosphorus and potash are other important factors*
0. aetational gracing makee for a better balance la pasture flora and
better seed control.
7« On tillable land* timothy, redtop and shite Dutch clever are the
aost desirable species for pasture from the standpoint of yield and
palatability.
8. Further work with these greases and with orchard grass as a
substitute for Kentucky bluegr&ss under Intensive ssutsge^ent is desirabls.
GLOSSAUf
Kentucky Sluegrass
Annual *
Canada «
fwl Meadow Grass
Reutfi Stalk©* Meadow Grass
Timothy <tm Esrd's Grass
Hedtop
8. I, Bast Grass
Orchard Grass
Iwtti fmm
Sail Oat Grass
(iuaok Grass
Sweet Teraal
Poverty Grass
Mad. fled Clover
Alslks
Shite Dutch Closer
Buttercup
Dandelion
Ox-eye Daisy
Vlld Carrot
Shepherd* s Purse
Conraon Plantain
ntaataji
Pee prateasis L
s mm I
s
s paltuitrls L
I trivial i« L
Fhleum pratsnss It
Agroetls alba h
1 vulgaris l
Daetylls gloaersta L
Fastuca slatior L
Arrhen&therum elatius L
Agropyron repens I (Beans)
Anthoxanthun Odoratum L
Daathoala SplCAta £,
Trlfoliua pratense L
byOridura L
1 repens L
iianaacolus acrla h
Taraxacum •fflclaale L
ChrysaatheswB lsucantheniun L
Daucua earota L
Capsslla Bursa-pistoris t
Plaatage •ajar L
Hier&clua auraatiacuts L
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GLOSSAJflf (Continued)
Yarrow Achilles. Millefolium L
Canada Thistle Cirsium arvense L
Bull Thistle laaneolatvm L
Sorrel Sunex hastalos Bald*.
Crab Grass Syntheriees. caaguiaale A
Eroao*sedge Aadropo^on Virginians p
Broon>-sedge Carex
Cinqusfoll Potantllla canadensis
mm rrnnriBine
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